JACKSON GRILLS
SMOKER BOX
INSTRUCTIONS
(Part# SMOKERBOX)

For the subtle infusion of smoke into your grilling recipes use our Jackson Grills Smoker Box.
Remember, the wetter the wood, the better the smoke.
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Place your wood chips into a bowl and add enough water to cover them plus about an inch more.
Let wood chips sit in bowl for a minimum of 12 hours or more.
When you are ready to grill, remove a cooking grid and set aside carefully (Figure 2).
Place the Smoker Box (Figure 1) between two flame diffusers (Figure 3). The shape of our Smoker
Box should fit easily between the diffusers.
While the Smoker Box lid is open (Figure 4), fill the box with the wet wood chips and then put the
lid on the back on the box (You can also prefill the Smoker Box before placing it between the
diffusers as well – Step 4). You may decide to leave the cooking grate out or you can put it back
into place.
Turn on the burners on your grill and within 8 to 10 minutes* you will be grilling your food while
adding a great smoky flavor.
For longer smoking times, you will need to add more wet wood chips to the Smoker Box. Turn off
the Burners first before adding more wood. (Use steel tongs to fill in place or remove the Smoker
Box with Oven/BBQ Safe Mitts). A few of pieces of larger wet wood chunks can help increase
smoking times and the intensity of the smoke.
Enjoy!
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*All cooking times listed above are based on internal testing, results may vary. Please test times yourself to insure proper results.
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